Life Science PhD dissertations talks Part I: Dissertation Defense Cycle XXXV (CV_S_118)

The session will be held on site at the “Sala del Lucernario”
Complesso Monumentale San Giovanni, Catanzaro

May, 25th 2023 at 11:00 (CET)

* Dott. BENNARDO Francesco (Tutor Prof. Fortunato)  
Use of autologous platelet concentrates in dentistry and oral and maxillofacial surgery: evaluation of tissue healing and study of a drug delivery system

Dott.ssa CAPRIGLIONE Francesca (Tutor Prof. D. Russo)  
Identification of exosomal miRNAs as biomarkers and new therapeutic targets for the treatment of papillary thyroid cancer

Dott.ssa CAPUTO Fiorella (Tutor Prof. Gratteri)  
The biology of drug abuse: an autoptic study

Dott.ssa DEL DUCA Ester (Tutor Prof. Nisticò)  
Skin and blood biomarkers of atopic dermatitis in different pediatric age groups: the molecular evolution from infancy to adulthood

Dott. DE FILIPPIS Renato (Tutor Prof. De Fazio)  
Clozapine-related drug reaction with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms (DRESS) syndrome in schizophrenia: uncovering and characterizing an undiagnosed syndrome

Dott. GIUSTINIANI Matteo (Tutor Prof. Fresta)  
Name patient products: a regulatory vacuum in pharmaceutical preparations, similarities and diversity across European countries

The Life Science PhD students of the XXXV cycle arrive to the end of the journey. The discussion will be held in public audience and by Google Meet. A formal Commission officially established by a rectoral document will evaluate all candidates.

* Eligible of the Doctor doctor europaeus label